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Abstract 
This paper deals with the relation between segmen- 
tation for coding and rate control. The efficiency of a 
segmentation-based co ing scheme heavily relies on this 
step that defines how many and which regions have to 
be segmented. In this paper, we show that this problem 
can be formulated as a rate~distortion problem. The 
proposed solution not only controls the segmentation, 
but also defines the coding strategy to be used in each 
region. Together with the general approach, several sim- 
plified versions of the segmentation control are proposed 
and discussed. 
Key words : Image processing, Moving image, Segmentation, 
Image coding, Optimization, Transmission, Transmission rate, Deci- 
sion tree. 
ddtermine la segmentation, mais ddfinit ~galement la
strat~gie de codage qui doit ~tre utilisge dans chaque 
rdgion. En parallkle avec l'approche g~ndrale, plusieurs 
approches implifides ont proposdes et discutdes. 
Mots el~s : Traitement image, Image anim6e, Segmentation, 
Codage image, Optimisation, D6bit transmission, Arbre d6cision. 
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SEGMENTATION 
DE SI~QUENCES VIDI~O 
ET MAiTRISE DU DI~BIT BINAIRE 
I. INTRODUCTION 
R6sum6 
Cet article traite de la relation entre segmentation 
pour le codage et mahrise du ddbit binaire. L'effi- 
cacitY d'un systbme de codage b base de segmenta- 
tion repose largement sur cette gtape qui dgfinit le 
nombre de rdgions et quelles sont celles qui doivent 
~tre segmentdes. Cet article montre que ce problkme 
peut ~tre formuld comme un problbme d'optimisation 
de d~bit/distorsion. La solution proposde non seulement 
In the two previous papers of this issue Segmentation 
of video sequences for partition tree generation [5] 
and Bottom up segmentation of image sequences for 
coding [2], various segmentation techniques have been 
described. They all involve two important features :
first, they segment he video sequence in a coherent 
way, that is, they relate the regions of past frames to 
regions of the current frame (projection step). Second, 
they do not define a single segmentation but a set of 
regions that can be used in order to create the final 
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partition. In the sequel, this set of regions is called 
the universe of regions. The universe of regions should 
include regions that are highly correlated with regions in 
previous frames, but also allow the introduction of new 
regions describing objects that were not present on the 
previous frames. Furthermore, some objects of the scene 
may disappear and their corresponding regions should 
be eliminated. The universe of regions can be viewed 
as a limited set of regions that may belong with high 
likelihood to the final partition. This paper focuses on 
the problem of finding the partition that best represents 
the image. 
This issue of finding the best partition is highly 
linked to the rate control problem. Indeed, a very fine 
segmentation, i volving a high number of regions, can 
in general well represent the picture but the resulting 
coding cost is very high. For coding applications, the 
problem is generally not to find the best segmentation 
but the best segmentation that leads to a coding cost 
below a given limit. 
Furthermore, the definition of the regions should not 
only be based on the characteristics of their pixels 
(homogeneity in some sense) but also on the set of 
coding techniques that can be used to represent them. 
As a result, the encoder structure should not rely on 
the traditional two steps approach : analysis and then 
coding. A third step should be introduced to make the 
link between the analysis and the coding blocks. In the 
sequel, this third step will be called the decision (see 
Fig. 1). 
In this paper, several approaches for defining the best 
coding-oriented partition out of the universe of regions 
are presented and discussed. The first one is based on the 
theory of rate/distortion ptimization and is presented in
the next section. Alternative techniques using simplified 
rules are presented in Section III. 
II. RATE/DISTORTION OPTIMIZATION 
II.1. Partition tree and decision. 
In this section, we concentrate on the coding structure 
illustrated in Figure 1. As discussed in the introduction, 
the encoding process relies on three sets of functions :
bit allocation function, partition functions and coding 
functions. 
Bit allocation function : this function, corresponding 
to the decision block of Figure 1, makes the link between 
the analysis (partition) functions and the coding func- 
tions of the encoder. This processing step represents he 
main subject of this section. It defines the coding stra- 
tegy, that is the set of regions to be coded a well as the 
type of coding technique to be used in each region. The 
coding strategy is obtained as a result of an optimization 
in the rate/distortion sense. 
Decision 






Partition Functions] [ Coding Fmuztions 
FIG. 1. - -  Scheme o f  the segmentat ion -based  coder .  
Diagramme du codeur it base de segmentation. 
Partition functions : the objective of this set of 
functions is to create for each frame a universe of regions 
out of which the decision has to create the final partition. 
Note that, to be able to track objects, this universe of 
regions should be related to the previous partition. This 
is the objective of the projection block of Figure 1. 
Moreover, the universe of regions has to offer to the 
decision the possibility to introduce new regions or to 
eliminate past regions. This function is achieved by the 
partition tree block [6, 5, 2]. 
Coding functions : the last set of functions actually 
codes the information ecessary to restore the sequence 
on the receiver side. It deals with the encoding of the 
coding strategy, the motion information, the partition and 
the pixel values. 
Figure 2 summarizes the decision process : based on 
the rate/distortion criterion, the decision block selects 
the best strategy in terms of regions and coding tech- 
niques among a set of possibilities. The partition tree 
contains all regions that may belong to the final parti- 
tion ; for each of them, a set of possible coding techni- 
ques {C1,' 9 9 Cn} is proposed to the decision. This last 
set involves everal region-based coding techniques with 
various levels of quality. Moreover, the techniques can 
be proposed in intra-frame mode (coding of the original 
signal) and in inter-frame mode (motion compensation 
of the region and coding of the prediction error). Then, 
taking regions from various levels of the partition tree, 
the decision block defines jointly the best partition and 
the best coding technique for each region. 
11.2. Rate/distortion optimization. 
The definition of the best partition and the coding 
strategy can be formulated as a constrained optimization 
problem in the rate/distortion sense. Let us first review 
the problem of constrained bit allocation. 
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FIG. 2. - -  Dec is ion  process. 
Processus de dgcision. 
The problem of minimizing the distortion D subject 
to a restriction on the coding cost R has been widely 
addressed in source coding literature [11, 7, 8]. The 
constrained problem can be formulated as follows : 
given an image 77, a budget Rb~ag,t, and a set of coding 
techniques Q = {qi}, find the best coding strategy 
q* E Q such that : 
(1) D(q*) = rain D(q~) subject o R(qi) <_ ]~budget. 
q~CQ 
This constrained problem can be converted into an 
unconstrained problem by combining the distortion and 
the rate by means of a Lagrange multiplier A, and 
then, minimizing the Lagrangian cost function J(A) = 
D + AR. It can be shown [11] that, for each A _> 0, the 
solution q*(A) of:  
(2) min(J(qi)) = min(D(qi) + AR(qi)) A > 0, 
q~Er qiCQ 
is the solution of the constrained problem with 
Rb~dget = R(q* (A)). 
The problem is therefore to find the optimum 
Lagrange multiplier A* such that R(q*(A*)) = l:lbudaet 
and the corresponding optimum coding technique q* (A*) 
defined by equation (2). 
II.2.1. Finding the best coding strategy. 
In this section, we assume that the Lagrange parame- 
ter is known and we discuss the definition of the best 
coding strategy. The optimization process relies on the 
concept of decision tree [8] illustrated on Figure 3. This 
tree concentrates in a compact and hierarchical struc- 
ture all the possible coding choices. The partition tree 
defines the choices in terms of regions. The list of 
coding techniques deals with the actual coding of these 
regions. 
The structure of the decision tree is defined by the 
partition tree [3] : each node of the decision tree cor- 
responds to a region in the partition tree. The relations 
father/children between the nodes are also given by the 
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partition tree and define how one region at a given 
level may either be split in various regions (children) 
or be merged to form a larger region (father). To define 
the coding strategy in the rate/distortion sense, the deci- 
sion tree should also convey the information about the 
coding cost (rate measured in number of bits) and qua- 
lity (distortion assessed by the squared error) of all 
possible coding techniques. Therefore, a list of rates 
(rate list in Fig. 3) and a list of distortion (dist list 
in Fig. 3) are assigned to each node. In practice, each 
region of the partition tree is coded by all techniques 
(with various quality levels and either in intra-frame 
mode or in inter-frame mode) and the corresponding rate 
and distortion values are stored in the decision tree. The 
computation of the distortion is rather straightforward. 
We have used the squared error between the original 
and coded frames (that is the sum of squared ifference 
between the values of the original and coded frames for 
all pixel belonging to the region support). It is however 
not the case for the computation of the rate. Indeed the 
rate associated to a region is composed of the sum of 
the number of bits devoted to the texture, the motion 
as well as the shape information. In practice, the tex- 
ture and the motion information is coded independently 
for each region so there is no major difficulty to define 
the texture or the motion rate for each region. But this 
independence is not maintained for the shape informa- 
tion because a contour is always shared by two regions. 
In order to avoid the problem of optimization with com- 
plex dependency between regions, we have used the fol- 
lowing approximation of the shape rate : based on the 
analysis Of a large number of coded frames, an average 
number of bit per contour points has been computed and 
the shape rate assigned to a region is equal to this ave- 
rage figure multiplied by the region perimeter "divided 
by two (each contour point is shared by two regions). 
Finally, note that this step of construction of the 
decision tree is simply a phase of evaluation of the 
respective merits of each technique and no decision is 
taken. 
3/8 
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FIG. 3. -- Construction of the decision tree. 
Construction de l 'arbre de ddcision. 
The optimization relies on the technique discussed in 
[4, 7, 8]. It is a two step procedure : 
9 The first step is to make a local analysis and 
to compute, for each node, the Lagrangian for each 
coding technique. The technique giving the minimum 
Lagrangian is considered as the optimum one for this 
node and its Lagrangian is stored. 
9 The second step is to define the best partition. This 
can be done by a bottom-up analysis of the decision tree. 
The initialization is done by activating all the leaves 
of the tree. This means that we assume that the initial 
strategy is to code the frame with the finest partition of 
the partition tree. Then, starting from the lowest level, 
one checks if it is better to code the area represented by 
a set of children regions as a single region X or as a set 
of individual regions {x~}i with X = Ux~. The selection 
of the best choice is done by comparing the Lagrangian 
of X with the sum of the Lagrangians of xi. If the 
former is lower than the latter, the node corresponding 
to X is activated and the children nodes are desactivated. 
This procedure is iterated up to the root node. Note 
that, in order to use this approach the distortion should 
be additive over the regions. In our experiments, the 
squared error has been used, however, any additive 
measure can be used. Moreover, it should be noticed that 
the approach ighly relies on the hierarchical structure 
of the regions in the partition tree. 
At the end of the procedure, the best partition is 
defined by picking up all the regions corresponding to 
the activated nodes together with their corresponding 
best coding technique (defined during the first step of 
the algorithm). 
II.2.2. Finding the best Lagrange parameter. 
The definition of the optimum A parameter can be 
done with a gradient search algorithm. The algorithm 
starts with one very high value Ah (10 2~ and one very 
low value Al(0) of A. For each value of A, the opti- 
mization procedure described above is performed. This 
results in two coding strategies (partition and coding 
techniques) that should give rates Rh and R1 respecti- 
vely below and above the budget. If none of these rates 
is close enough to the budget, a new Lagrange parameter 
is defined as A = (Dh - D1) / (R l  - Rh).  The procedure 
is iterated until the rate gets close enough to the budget 
[31. 
II.2.3. Modification of the optimization strategy. 
In this formulation of the optimization problem, the 
main parameter is the budget hat is assumed to be given 
for each frame. Based on this budget, the algorithm 
finds the coding strategy that minimizes the distortion. 
In practice, this procedure creates a coded sequence 
with a variable quality. The same structure can be used 
to define a coding strategy leading to constant quality 
sequences. The only modification consists in defining a 
target distortion value for each frame and in inverting 
the role of D and R in the previous explanation. In this 
last case, the decision minimizes the coding cost to reach 
a given distortion. 
However, in practice, an intermediate solution may 
be used. Indeed, working at a fixed cost per frame 
may produce some frames of very poor quality (scene 
changes, complex motion). Most of the time, it is more 
efficient o spend more bits for these frames so that the 
quality is not too low and that it may be possible to 
use these frames for the compensation of future frames. 
Therefore, the optimization can work basically on a fixed 
nominal budget, but a minimum signal to noise ratio 
for each frame can be defined. If this minimum signal 
to noise ratio is not reached with the nominal budget, 
the budget is progressively increased. The procedure 
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is stopped when the decision has found the optimum 
strategy : 1) the distortion is minimal, 2) the budget is 
at least equal to the nominal budget and 3) the signal to 
noise ratio is above a given threshold. 
11.3. Examples. 
An example of partition tree creation and decision 
process is given in Figure 4. The image on the first row 
corresponds to the partition of the previous frame. This 
partition is projected and the projected partition can be 
seen in the center of the second row. This step defines 
the time evolution of the previously transmitted regions. 
Based on the projected partition, the partition tree is 
created : in the example of Figure 4, levels 1 and 2 
are obtained by hierarchical segmentation following a 
spatial homogeneity criterion. Note in particular, how 
regions representing details of the face or of the back- 
ground are introduced in the universe of regions. Levels 
4 and 5 are created by merging regions with similar 
motion. Note here how background regions are merged 
because of their homogeneity in motion. The final par- 
tition is shown in the center of the lower row. In this 
partition, some regions are homogeneous in terms of 
gray level (regions corresponding to homogeneous part 
of the building) and others are homogeneous in motion 
(region corresponding to the face). Finally, the origi- 
nal as well as the resulting coded frames are shown 
in the lower row. The coding has been achieved using 
the algorithm described in [9] where more details can be 
found about he motion estimation/compensation and the 
coding techniques actually used. 
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In order to demonstrate he capability of the algorithm 
to cope with various types of sequences and scenarios, 
two different examples are presented now : 
9 The example of Figure 5 shows the frames of the 
sequence foreman coded at 42 kbit/s. This sequence is 
in QCIF format (176 x 144 pixels) and has been coded 
at 5 frames/s. The first row corresponds to the original 
frames number 0, 115 and 235 and the second row to 
the coded frames. 
9 In turn, the example of Figure 6 shows the frames of 
the sequence children coded at 320 kbit/s. This sequence 
is in QCIF format (176 x 144 pixels) and has been coded 
at 15 frames/s. The first row corresponds to the original 
frames number 6,100 and 192 and the second row to the 
coded frames. 
The results of the bit allocation among the different 
types of information for both examples are summarized 
in Table I. Note that the decision algorithm has selected 
a quite different strategy for the two bit rates : for 
low bit rates almost 20% of the bit stream is devoted 
to the partition information whereas less than 10% is 
used for this type of information for higher bit rates. 
These figures illustrate one of the claims of second 
TABLE I, Bit a l locat ion for two examples.  
Allocation de bits pour deux exemples. 
sequence kbit/s decis ion mot ion part it ion texture 
foreman 42 1.8 % 4.2 % 19.0 % 75.0 % 
chi ldren 320 1.0 % 2 .1% 8.9 % 88.0 % 
FIG. 4. - -  Example  of  inter- f rame segmentat ion.  
Exemple de segmentation inter-trame. 
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FIG. 5. - -  Cod ing  results for the.foreman sequence coded at 42 kbit/s and  5 frames/s ; 
first row : or iginal  f rames 0, 115 and 235 ; second row : coded frames. 
Rdsultats de codage pour la sdquence fo reman codde ?l 42 kbitZ~ et 5 trames/s ; 
premibre ligne : trames originales O, 115, 235 ; deuxibme ligne : trames coddes. 
FIG. 6. - -  Cod ing  results for the children sequence coded at 320 kbit/s and 15 frames/s ; 
first row : or iginal  f rames 6, 100, 192 ; second row : coded frames. 
Rdsultats de codage pour la sdquence chi ldren codde 5 320 kbitZv et 15 trames/s ; 
premibre ligne : trames originales 6, tO0, 192 ; deuxiOme ligne : trames coddes. 
generation coding techniques stating that, at low bitrates, 
contour information becomes more important han at 
high bitrates. 
III. SIMPLIFICATION 
OF THE OPTIMIZATION APPROACH 
The approach described in Section II offers the advan- 
tage of optimally defining the segmentation and the 
coding strategy. However, for certain applications, it's 
6/8 
computation cost may be prohibitive. Note that the 
complexity is not due to the optimization algorithm 
which is extremely fast but to the initial phase of 
computation of the rate and distortion for each region 
and all possible coding techniques. The purpose of this 
section is to describe several alternatives that can be 
used to simplify the optimization approach. 
III.1. Reduction of the set of possible techniques. 
As mentioned previously, the complexity of the algo- 
rithm is directly related to the size of the universe 
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of regions and the number of coding techniques. The 
algorithm complexity can be severely decreased if the 
number of coding technique is limited. 
It has to be noticed that, very often, while computing 
the rate and the distortion corresponding to a given 
coding technique on a region, one can a priori know 
that this coding technique is not going to be selected by 
the decision process because ither it is too expansive 
in terms of bits or it results in a very high distortion. 
In fact, the optimization algorithm is going to look 
for techniques qi that provide the optimum relation 
between the rate R(qi) and the distortion D(q~). This 
relation is given by the so-called Lagrange multiplier :
A = D(qi)/R(qi) and is the same for all regions of the 
image. On an experimental basis, it can be observed that 
the optimum A* does not fluctuate very much from one 
frame to the next one. 
Moreover, in practice, it is quite easy to order the set 
of coding techniques q~ in terms of their rate/distortion 
characteristics (D(q~)/R(qi)). As a result, by using 
the optimum A* parameter obtained for the previous 
frame, one can discard a very large number of coding 
techniques without having to actually compute their rate 
and distortion. 
III.2. Optimization of the partition. 
Following the simplification approach described in 
the previous section, one can define a decision process 
involving a single coding technique per region. In this 
case, the objective of the decision process is simply to 
select he best set of regions to form the partition out of 
the universe of regions. 
A simple example in this line of simplification 
consists in assuming that all regions are coded by their 
mean value. In this case, the rate assigned to each region 
is equal to 8 bits and the distortion is the squared error 
with respect o the region mean. Note that in this case, 
the resulting partitions cannot be considered as being 
optimal for coding because the coding technique is too 
simple (the coding technique corresponds to very high 
values of D(qi)/t~(q~)). However, the combination of 
the projection, the partition tree and the decision steps 
can be viewed as a sequence segmentation algorithm 
following a constant gray level homogeneity criterion. 
A more realistic example for coding application 
would be to define one typical coding technique, that 
in average leads to the optimum relation D(q~)/R(q~). 
Note that the definition of this typical coding technique 
depends heavily on the target bit rate. 
Finally, let us mention that the concept of rate/ 
distortion optimization can be used with other criteria. 
As seen previously, the distortion can be seen as a sim- 
ple measure of the region gray level distribution such as 
the squared error with respect o the mean. The rate can 
be replaced by the number of regions or by the length 
of the contours of the region. These modifications lead 
to various segmentation approaches with several charac- 
teristics. 
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III.3. Simplification of the optimization problem. 
Finally, let us mention a simplification of the optimi- 
zation problem that has been used in [ 10, 1 ]. The general 
approach described in Section II consists in selecting the 
best regions in the universe of regions to construct he 
partition. A simpler approach involves the selection of 
one of the levels of the partition tree as optimum parti- 
tion. The selection can be done with one of the criteria 
previously discussed : number of regions, length of the 
contours, squared error (assuming that each region is 
represented by its mean). 
In [10], this criterion was used with a partition 
tree with two levels (the projected partition plus a 
partition obtained by contrast-oriented segmentation). 
The definition of the contrast level was done on the 
basis of the length of the regions contours. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has focussed on the relation between 
segmentation for coding and rate control. The efficiency 
of a segmentation-based co ing scheme heavily relies on 
this step that defines how many and which regions have 
to be transmitted. This problem can be formulated as a 
rate/distortion problem leading to a decision process that 
not only controls the segmentation, but also defines the 
coding strategy to be used in each region. The decision 
can be viewed as a link between the traditional analysis 
and coding blocks of an encoder. 
The decision relies on constrained optimization tech- 
niques involving dynamic programming algorithms. An 
important conclusion of the approach is that the objec- 
tive of the analysis step is not to produce one single 
partition but a set of regions proposals (called universe 
of regions). In order to allow fast optimization, the set 
of proposals hould be structured in a hierarchical way. 
The partition tree structure has been proposed for this 
purpose. 
Finally, together with the general approach, several 
simplified versions of the segmentation control have 
been proposed and discussed. 
Manuscrit mgu le 20 mai 1997. 
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